
Sunnylife Carrying Case for DJI RS 3 Ref: 5905316146488
Sunnylife Carrying Case for DJI RS 3
Sunnylife bag for DJI RS 3
Want to keep your RS 3 and its accessories safe? Opt for the Sunnylife. It is distinguished by its sturdy construction, which is resistant to
scratches and shocks. In addition, you can carry it in your hand or on your shoulder, which is exactly how you are comfortable. 
 
Large capacity
The Sunnylife bag is distinguished by its large capacity. You can fit in it various accessories such as the object mounting strap, cables,
various kinds of rods, but that's not all! It is designed to accommodate both the old and new editions of the extended mount. Enjoy all
the equipment you need in one place!
 
Refined details
The bag for the RS 3 was made with the utmost care. Its interior is finely tuned for each accessory. In addition, the bag is very soft and
resistant to shocks and scratches. Today, all your RS 3 equipment will be properly protected! 
 
Comfort of use 
Sunnylife bag provides comfort of use. You can carry it on your shoulder or in your hand, which is exactly the way you like. In addition,
inside the bag you will find an additional case where you can store even more accessories! It has also been equipped with two zippers for
your convenience.
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Specification:
	Producer 
	Sunnylife
	Model 
	RO-B458
	Material
	Fabric + EVA
	Weight
	829 g
	Bag dimensions 
	31 × 29.6 × 8.7 cm
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Preço:

Antes: € 46.494

Agora: € 42.00

Drones, Other, Acessórios
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